Magnum – 4D Jackpot Gold Game Guide
Intro / Cover
HOW TO WIN AT 4D JACKPOT GOLD
The chance to live your dream is just a lucky number away, so try your hand at our games today!
We’ve laid out all you need to know in this handy document. The rules may be a little technical,
but they’re pretty straightforward.
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Pro tip: Don’t think of them as complicated. Think of them as FUN ways of winning!
4D Jackpot Gold
1.1. THE BASIC IDEA
4D Jackpot GOLD raises the fun factor even more, with more numbers involved and a separate
multi-million-ringgit jackpot prize!
1.
2.
3.

Pick a TRIFECTA component – 3 x 2-digit numbers (from 00 to 99) Eg. 220278.
Pick a GOLDEN component – 1 x 2-digit number (from 00 to 19) Eg. 11.
Place a buy with a minimum of RM2 (or multiples thereof).

You win when the TRIFECTA component you picked matches the TRIFECTA component drawn,
and/or the GOLDEN component you picked also matches the GOLDEN component drawn.
1.2. GAMEPLAY VARIATIONS
Your fortune is yours to decide. Choose from any of the 5 ways to play.
1.

Self-Pick
Make your own luck by choosing your favourite or special, significant numbers! For the
TRIFECTA component, dates are a popular choice – maybe your birth date or wedding date.
For the GOLDEN component, maybe someone’s age?
Example:
Lucky numbers
Birth date (22 Mar 1978) + your son’s age
Wedding date (31 Oct 2003) + years
you’ve been married

TRIFECTA
component
220378
311003

GOLDEN
component
+14
+16
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2.

Lucky Pick
If you have no special numbers in mind, let our computer pick them for you. Who knows? They
might just be your lucky ticket to big money!

3.

Roll Play (applicable for Self-Pick: TRIFECTA component)
Similar to basic 4D, you can choose to ‘roll’ any digit of your TRIFECTA component. This
generates 10 different numbers for 10 individual buys, so a minimum Roll Play is RM20.
Example:
Roll first digit of 121888

021888, 121888, 221888, 321888, 421888, 521888, 621888,
721888, 821888, 921888
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Roll fourth digit of 190872

4.

190072, 190172, 190272, 190372, 190472, 190572, 190672,
190772, 190872, 190972

Permutation Play (applicable for Self-Pick: TRIFECTA component)
Also similar to basic 4D, you can choose to cover ALL permutations of your TRIFECTA
component, and greatly increase your winning chances. That’s all possible digit combinations,
in all their different orders.
If your TRIFECTA component has...
6 unique digits, e.g. 123456

You will get...
720 permutations (Minimum buy RM1,440)

3

5 unique digits, e.g. 123455
4 unique digits with 2 digits appearing
twice, e.g. 123355
4 unique digits with 1 digit appearing
thrice, e.g. 123555
3 unique digits with each appearing twice,
e.g. 112233
3 unique digits with 1 digit appearing
thrice and 2 digits appearing twice, e.g.
133355
3 unique digits with 1 digit appearing 4
times, e.g. 123333
2 unique digits with each appearing thrice,
e.g. 111333
2 unique digits with 1 digit appearing 4
times and 1 appearing twice, e.g. 111133
2 unique digits with 1 digit appearing 5
times, e.g. 111113

5.

360 permutations (Minimum buy RM720)
180 permutations (Minimum buy RM360)
120 permutations (Minimum buy RM240)
90 permutations (Minimum buy RM180)
60 permutations (Minimum buy RM120)
30 permutations (Minimum buy RM60)
20 permutations (Minimum buy RM40)
15 permutations (Minimum buy RM30)
6 permutations (Minimum buy RM12)

ALL20 Play (applicable for GOLDEN component only)
There are only 20 possible numbers for the GOLDEN component (00 to 19), so ALL20 covers
them all! Choosing this will generate 20 individual buys, so a minimum ALL20 Play is RM40.
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1.3. WIN BASED ON YOUR MATCHES
There are 7 possible ways you can win. Let’s take this draw result as an example.

1

When you get...
Exact match for TRIFECTA + exact
match for GOLDEN

You will win...
Jackpot 1 Prize = RM2 million + Jackpot 1 Snowball*
*Jackpot 1 Snowball is the sum equivalent to
19.80% of the total gross sales of all draws from
when Jackpot 1 was previously won.
If there’s more than 1 winner...
The Jackpot 1 Prize is divided among all winners in
direct proportion to their respective buy amounts.
One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share
of the Jackpot 1 Prize.

2

First 5-digit match for TRIFECTA +
exact match for GOLDEN
OR
Last 5-digit match for TRIFECTA +
exact match for GOLDEN

Jackpot 2 Prize = Jackpot 2 Snowball**
(or a guaranteed minimum of RM100,000)
**Jackpot 2 Snowball is the sum equivalent to
7.0125% of the total gross sales of all draws from
when Jackpot 2 was previously won.
If there’s more than 1 winner...
The Jackpot 2 Prize is divided among all winners in
direct proportion to their respective buy amounts.
One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share
of the Jackpot 2 Prize.
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3

Exact match for TRIFECTA only

RM100,000 for every RM2 buy^

4

First 5-digit match for TRIFECTA only
OR
Last 5-digit match for TRIFECTA only

RM3,388 for every RM2 buy^^

5

First 4-digit match for TRIFECTA only
OR
Last 4-digit match for TRIFECTA only

RM338 for every RM2 buy^^

6

First 3-digit match for TRIFECTA only
OR
Last 3-digit match for TRIFECTA only

RM38 for every RM2 buy^^

7

First 2-digit match for TRIFECTA only
OR
Middle 2-digit match for TRIFECTA
only
OR
Last 2-digit match for TRIFECTA only

RM4 for every RM2 buy^^

^For Category 3, the prize cap is RM15 million. If the total payout exceeds this in a single draw,
then RM15 million will be divided among all winners in direct proportion to their respective buy
amounts. One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share of the RM15 million.
^^For Category 4, 5, 6 and 7, the prize cap is RM5 million. If the total payout exceeds this in a
single draw, then RM5 million will be divided among all winners in direct proportion to their
respective buy amounts. One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share of RM5 million.
1.4. GOOD TO KNOW: HOW DOES THIS TIE IN WITH 4D?
The numbers for the winning TRIFECTA and GOLDEN components are actually derived from the 4D
results of the same date.
Of




the 3 sets x 2 digits in the TRIFECTA component:
1st set = last 2 digits from the 4D 1st Prize
2nd set = last 2 digits from the 4D 2nd Prize
3rd set = last 2 digits from the 4D 3rd Prize

Of




the 2 digits in the GOLDEN component:
If 1st digit from the 4D 1st Prize is between 0 and 4 = 1st digit is 0
If 1st digit from the 4D 1st Prize is between 5 and 9 = 1st digit is 1
2nd digit from the 4D 1st Prize = 2nd digit of GOLDEN component

Depending on how you approach it, this knowledge may not really affect your gameplay… or hey,
maybe it makes all the difference now you know!
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